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“There can be no keener revelation of a society's soul than the way in which it treats its 
children.”  

  Nelson Mandela 
 

Serving as caretaker of the 200 Penguins who spend the majority of their waking hours within our 
charming little schoolhouse, my colleagues and I recognize the extraordinary responsibility we 
hold in nurturing the hearts, minds and souls of our students. Nary a week passes by that we don’t 
pause in awe of the precious gift we have been given by the SFdS parents.  
 
Each day as we prepare our campus for the treasured presence of our young people, our school 
community constructs a curricular program that develops the emotional, intellectual and spiritual 
growth of our children. Contemporaneously, our educational program fosters the conscience, 
compassion and competence of the future leaders of our nation. On Friday, April 29th, a number 
of culminating events brought these qualities of Christian leadership into focus.  
 
On such example was our 1st grade class leading this month’s project of mercy in benefit of the 
Meals on Wheels program. In support of this national advocacy program whose community 
efforts address the challenges of senior hunger, isolation and poverty throughout the Eastern 
Shore area, our school created dinner table placemats imaginatively formed with positive images, 
sayings and joyful Bible verses. A special thank you to faculty members Chrisie Chamberlain and 
Irene Cook for their organizational support of this project. 
 
Another example included our student’s commitment to Life Crisis’ child protection awareness 
campaign that concluded at the end of April. Organized on campus by the members of our Student 
Council, our entire community signed a petition request that was presented to the Mayor’s Office 
requesting legislation that protects the innocence of childhood. In addition, our students 
participated in the “Pinwheels for Protection” fundraising drive that saw our students “plant” blue 
pinwheels alongside Riverside Drive in support of child protection. A grateful note of appreciation 
to parents Abby Marsh and Lisa Garcia for their efforts in bringing this awareness program to our 
school. 
 
Lastly, our 4th grade class once again honored Arbor Day by participating in the Fourth Grade 
Forrester program. In the era of climate change and air pollution, our students learned that tree 
planting takes carbon dioxide out of the atmosphere to help reduce warming and help clean the 
air that we breathe. Planting trees is a simple, inexpensive and easy way for concerned students 
to address the problem.  A heartfelt note of gratitude to Bob and Linda Heim for their continued 
support of this educationally informative program. 
 
This week we pray for the gift of conscience, compassion and competence that is nurtured within 
the student leaders of St. Francis de Sales Catholic School. 
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